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Abstract - As one of the educational institutions, Sekolah Dasar Islam Terpadu (SDIT)
must be able to perform the data processing of students' grades well, because it will be
used as one of the clear and valid benchmarks to determine student achievement level
as learners. The conventional processing system of students' grades requires a lot of time
and effort for teachers and administrative staff to write down the marks in ledgers and
report books, as well as to recapitulate student grades at the end of the semester. The
manual processing of students' grades is also vulnerable to errors that come from
inaccuracy in the process, thus affecting the accuracy of data and reduce the level of
validity of information generated. The research uses waterfall method to discuss and
develop of the student grades information system in Sekolah Dasar Islam Terpadu
(SDIT) with the aim to provide convenience in processing the data and accelerate the
making of reports of achievement of learning. The scope of discussion is to focus on the
management of student personal data, student's grades data, student mutation data, to the
results of learning achievements. The research results an application program that
manages student grades with a reliable level of data accuracy, parents can obtain valid
reports on student achievement, and SDIT stakeholders can receive strategic information
for learning evaluation materials and determine future policy in school teaching and
learning activities. The development of student grades information systems using
waterfall method is able to overcome human errors, so the information generated is
maintained its validity. The application can accelerate the student assessment process,
so that the level of satisfaction of students, parents and SDIT Principal towards the final
results of the learning process is better than before.
Keywords - Information System; Student Grades; Waterfall Method

I.

productive, potential and quality workers" (Mulyasa,
2011). In line with UU No. 20 Tahun 2003 Pasal 17
Sistem Pendidikan Nasional, Sekolah Dasar Islam
Terpadu (SDIT) as one of the types of schools in the
elementary education level must be able to become a
good foundation for stepping on the level of junior
high education. For this reason, SDIT must manage
all activities of students. “Management of students
generally is divided into four important activities, that
is: acceptance of students, administration of students,
recording of guidance and counseling, and recording
of learning achievement” (Arikunto & Yuliana,
2008). One of benchmarks of the success of SDIT
Students education is the learning achievement
results reflected in all daily assignment scores and test
scores. For this reason, student grades data must be

INTRODUCTION

The quality of superior human resources is an
absolute requirement to advance the level of socioeconomic well-being of the community, and one of
the important means is education. “A school is a
formal education environment. It is said to be formal
because in the school a series of planned and
organized activities are carried out, including the
activities of teaching and learning process in the
classroom” (Winkel, 2009). “Schools must be able to
look at the needs of varied students, the desires of
different education staff, diverse environmental
conditions, hopes of the people who entrust their
children to schools so that they will be independent,
and the demands of the workforce to obtain
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processed properly and managed in an integrated
manner, so that the information released by the school
in the form of reports on student achievement can be
accounted for validity.
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previous grades. The application created using visual
basic is proven to be able to accelerate the processing
of student grades data, facilitate the search for
existing data, and facilitate teachers in calculating
student grades and making reports. But, the system
does not provide data backup facilities, so it needs to
be refined (Podungge & Asmawati, 2017).

The student grades data processing system that is
done conventionally requires a lot of time and energy
for teachers and administrative staff to write down of
student grades in leger and report books, and making
recapitulation of student grades at the end of each
semester. The manual process is also susceptible to
errors that originate from inaccuracies during the
process, thus affecting the accuracy of the data and
reducing the level of validity of the information
produced. Although it has used computers to process
student grades data, spreadsheet applications such as
Microsoft Excel have not been fully effective in
helping, because the level of ability of teachers and
administrative staff varies in using it. In addition,
there are concerns if the file is damaged or lost when
the computer has a problem.

The researcher Rino Ramadan conducted a
research about student academic activities at SMK
Kesehatan Via Medika, and succeeded in developing
a web-based academic information system to process
data of students, teachers, classes, subjects, teaching
and student grades. The process of academic data was
previously managed manually, so it requires a long
time. The web-based application is proven to be able
to accelerate the processing of academic data at SMK
Kesehatan Via Medika, because the system has
provided various facilities and automated processes
that make it easier for users to run it. But the system
built also does not provide data backup facilities,
even though the information can be accessed online
contains important academic data and must be well
maintained (Ramadan, 2018).

The research describes the development of a
computerized academic information system in
Integrated Islamic Elementary School (SDIT) with a
focus on the management of students' personal data,
student grades, student mutations, and reports on
learning achievement using desktop applications. The
purpose of the study is to provide convenience when
processing the data to the stage of making reports in
a faster time and more accurate results. With the
accuracy of the data that can be accounted for, the
parents of students will obtain a valid report about the
development
of
their
children's
learning
achievements, and the SDIT Principal can use the
report as strategic information for learning evaluation
materials and determine further policies in learning
and teaching activities in school.

II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Student Grades Information System
A system is a group of elements that are
interconnected and responsible for the input process
so as to produce output. If there is an element that
does not contribute at all in a system, it is certain that
the element is not part of the system in question
(Paryati & Murya, 2008).
Based on the description above, a system has the
following characteristics:
1. A system has a component or element called a
subsystem.
2. Has a clear system boundary.
3. Has an outside system environment.
4. There is a system link.
5. Has input, process and output.
6. There are goals or objectives.

The Researchers Dian Puspita and Eka Yuliana
conducted a research on student grades processing at
SDN 1 Jayasakti that are still run manually, and they
managed to design an application program using
visual basic to overcome problems that happen in the
manual processes, such as difficulties in making
reports, etc. The Users can process the student grades
data easily and quickly with high degree of accuracy,
and able to produce valid information. But, the
designed system needs to be refined, because it runs
only for single user and does not have the ability to
backup data (Puspita & Yuliana, 2016).

Information is data that has been converted into a
meaningful and useful context for certain end users
(O’Brien, 2006). Quality information has the
following criteria:
1. Accurate
Information must be free from errors and cannot
or be misleading.

The Researchers Emil Salim Posungge and
Asmawati conducted a research about student grades
processing at SMP 2 Bahodopi, and succeeded to
develop the information system of student grades
with a prototype method to overcome the problem of
recording old grades and difficulty in finding

2. Just in time
The information provided or data at the recipient
may not be late.
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3. Relevant
This information has benefits for the wearer. An
information system is said to be valuable if the
benefits are more effective than the cost of
income.

According to (Yasin, 2012), several important
types of UML diagrams are used to help design the
system as follows:

4. Complete
The information sent must be complete so as not
to misunderstand.

Use case diagrams describe the functionality
expected of a system. What is emphasized is "what"
the system does and not "how". A use case presents
interactions between actors and systems. Use case is
a particular job, such as logging into the system,
creating a shopping list and so on. A person or actor
is a human entity or machine that interacts with the
system to do work. Use case diagrams can be very
helpful when we compile a system's requirements,
communicate the design with the client and design a
test case for all the features on the system.

a. Use case Diagram

Student grades information system is an
information system designed to help teachers and
administrative staff in processing student grades data
with the application of desktop applications, so that
the process of student assessment activities is easier,
faster and with accurate results, so that the
information that comes out can be accounted for
validity to be conveyed to students and parents as
reports on student achievement, as well as to school
leaders as material for academic evaluation and as
well as determining further policies in the process of
learning and teaching in schools.

b. Activity Diagram
Activity diagrams describe the various activities
in the system that are being designed, how each flow
starts, the decisions that may occur and how they end.
Activity diagrams can also describe parallel processes
that might occur in several executions. Activity
diagrams are special state diagrams, most of which
are actions and most transitions are triggered by the
completion of the previous state (internal processing).

2.2. The Integrated Islamic Elementary School
UU No. 20 Tahun 2003 Pasal 17 Sistem
Pendidikan Nasional, defines education as follows:
1. Elementary school education is an education level
that underlies the level of secondary education.

c. Component Diagram
Component diagrams describe the structure and
relationships between software components,
including dependencies between them. Component
software is a module containing code, both containing
source code and binary code, both libraries and
executables, both of which appear at compile time,
link time and run time. Generally, components are
made up of several classes and/or packages, but can
also be from smaller components. Components can
also be interfaces, namely a collection of services
provided by a component for other components.

2. Elementary school education in the form of
elementary schools (SD) and Islamic elementary
schools (MI) or other forms that are equal and
junior high schools (SMP) and Madrasah
Tsanawiyyah (MTs), or other forms of equal.
The concept of the Integrated Islamic Elementary
School (SDIT) that emerged in the early period of
2000 was offered as an alternative solution to the
restlessness of some Muslim communities who
wanted an Islamic education institution committed to
practicing Islamic values in a learning system in
which not only general learning, but also Islamic
religious education which is directly practiced in the
process of learning and teaching, so the theory
obtained in the classroom can be directly applied in
everyday life. This concept is believed to be able to
build quality education by integrating various
components and forces that are expected to be able to
give birth to competitive Indonesian humans and at
the same time have high integrity and morality
(Akhmad, 2016)

d. Deployment Diagram
Deployment diagrams describe the details of how
components are deployed in a system infrastructure,
where components will be located (on what machine,
server or hardware), how the network capabilities at
that location, the specifications of server and other
things physically.
2.4. Entity Relationship Diagram
Entity Relationship Diagrams (ERD) are
graphical representations of data for organizations or
for business areas, using entities as data categories
and relationships for associations between entities
(Hoffer, Ramesh, & Topi, 2011). ERD is a model of
data representation and its relationship is clearly what
will be used to build a database. Symbolic notations
in the ERD (Fathansyah, 2007), including:

2.3. Unified Modelling Language
Unified Modeling Language is a language that has
become a standard in the industry for visualizing,
designing and documenting software (Yasin, 2012).
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a. Rectangle, declares the set of entities.
b. Circle, declares Attribute (Attribute that functions
as a key underlined).
c. Rhombus, states the Association of Relations.
d. The line, as a liaison between the Association of
Relations with the Association of Entities and the
Set of Entities with their Attributes.
e. Relationship cardinality can be expressed by the
number of branch lines or by the use of numbers
(1 and 1 for one-to-one, 1 and N relations for oneto-many relations or N and N for many-to-many
relations).
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Based on the picture above, here is an explanation
of the waterfall phases (Sommerville, 2011):
1. Requirements analysis and definition
Gathering needs in full is then analyzed and
defined needs that must be met by the program to
be built. This phase must be done in full to be able
to produce a complete design.
2. System and software design
The design is done after the needs are completed
in full.
3. Implementation and unit testing

III.

PROPOSED METHOD

Program design is translated into codes using
predetermined
programming
languages.
Programs that are built directly are tested in a unit
manner.

3.1. Data Collection Technique
Some data collection techniques that are used in
this study are:

4. Integration and system testing

A. Observation
To observe directly on several Integrated Islamic
Elementary Schools (SDIT), for getting a complete
and clear picture of how to process and manage
student grades data that has been going on.

Unification of program units is then tested as a
whole (system testing).
5. Operation and maintenance

B. Interview.
To conducted a question and answer session with
the homeroom teacher and administration staff at
SDIT who were directly involved in processing
student grade data.

Operate programs in their environment and carry
out maintenance, such as adjustments or changes
because of adaptation to the actual situation.

C. Library Study
To seeks and studies several books and other
literature to underlie the theories that the author uses
in this study.

IV.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Definition and analysis of needs
Based on observations made at the Integrated
Islamic Elementary School, the author defines and
analyzes the needs of users, both teachers and
administrative staff in the school of information
systems to be developed, namely the SDIT student
information system value must be able to manage
students' personal data, class data , data of signatory
officials, process of student grades, the process of
moving classes, printing student data reports, class
data reports, student grade data reports and database
backup processes. With the addition of several
Islamic religious subjects as a characteristic of
Integrated Islamic Elementary Schools.

3.2. System Development Method
The waterfall method is used in developing
student grades information system for SDIT. The
waterfall is a method that is widely used in the
development of a software system. The waterfall is a
basic process such as specification, development,
validation, and representing it as different process
phases such as requirements specifications, software
design, implementation, testing and so on
(Sommerville, 2011).

4.2. System and Software Design
Development of Student Values Information
Systems in Integrated Islamic Primary Schools is
documented in the following UML and ERD
diagrams:
Fig 1. Phases in the Waterfall Method (Sommerville, 2011)
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1. Use case Diagram
b. Use case of Homeroom Teacher

a. Use case of Administration Staff

uc Homeroom Teacher

uc Administration Staff

Login

Login

Administration Staff

Homeroom Teacher

«extend»
Manage The
Officer

«extend»

«extend»
«extend»
«extend»

Manage The
Homeroom
Teacher

«extend»

«extend»
View Student
Data

«extend»

«extend»

«extend» «extend»

Print Student
Grade Report

Backup
Database

Manage The
Classes

Manage The
Students

Manage All
Reports

View Class
Data

School Profile
Configuration

Input Student
Grades

Fig 3. Use case of Homeroom Teacher (Research Results,
2019)

Fig 2. Use case of Administration Staff (Research Results,
2019)

2. Activity Diagram
a. Activity Diagram of Master Data Management
act Manage Master Data
Administration Staff

System

Choose Master Menu

Show Form Master

[ADD]

[FIND]

Add Master Data

Data Not Found

[NO]
Input Key Words
[YES]

Show Data Master
[UPDATE]
[DELETE]

Choose Delete Data

Delete Data

Choose Update Data

Change Data

Sav e Master Data

Fig 4. Activity Diagram of Master Data Management (Research Results, 2019)
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b. Activity Diagram of Entry of Student Grade
act Input Student Grades
Homeroom Teacher

System

Choose The Student
Grades Input Menu

Show The Grades Input
Form

Choose Add Grades
Data
The Student Data Is Not
Found
Input NIS
[NO]
[YES]

Input The Student
Grades Data

Show The Student Data
[Grades
Data Is Not
Found]

Choose Sav e Student
Grades Data

[Grades Data Is
Found]

Show The Student
Grades Data

[Change Grades Data]

Change The Student
Grades Data

[Delete Grades Data]

Choose Delete Student
Grades

Delete Student Grades
Data
Sav e Student Grades
Data

Print Proof of
Input/Change Student
Grades Data

Fig 5. Activity Diagram of Entry of Student Grade (Research Results, 2019)

3. Component Diagram of SI SDIT Student Grades

4. Deployment Diagram of SI SDIT Student Grades
deployment Student Grades Information System

cmp Student Grades Information System

Client

Cristal Report

Server

Student Grades
Application.exe
ODBC Driver

MySQL Database

Cristal Report

Student Grades
Application.exe

ODBC Driv er

MySQL Database

Fig 7. Deployment Diagram of SI SDIT Student
Grades (Research Results, 2019)

Fig 6. Component Diagram of SI SDIT Student
Grades (Research Results, 2019)
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5. Entity Relationship Diagram of SI SDIT Student Grades
erd Student Grades Information System

date_of_birth
gender
student_name

place_of_birth

religion
address
class_name

class_code

nisn

teacher_id

teacher_name

student_status

student_id
father_name
STUDENT

takes

HOMEROOM TEACHER

guides

CLASS

father_eduction
father_occupation
fills

mother_name
diligence

gets

mother_education

hygiene

school_year

permit
semester

mother_occupation

behavior

sick
alpha
is
available

report_id
REPORT
report_rates
grades

class_rates

total

contains

subject_name

rates

excur_name

excur_grades

EXTRACURRICULAR
GRADES

Fig 8. Entity Relationship Diagram of SI SDIT Student Grades (Research Results, 2019)
4.3. Implementation

2. Display Form of
Administration Staff

The Design of SDIT Student Grades Information
System in the form of UML and ERD diagrams, then
implemented into software applications with Visual
Basic 6.0 programming language and MySQL
database, so that administration staff and homeroom
teachers as system actors can test the system and
provide input on each module that has been created.

Main

Menu

for

a. Implementation of Interface Display
1. Display Form of Login

Fig 10. Display Form of Main Menu for
Administration Staff (Research Results, 2019)
3. Display Form of Main Menu for Homeroom
Teacher

Fig 9. Display Form of Login (Research Results,
2019)

Fig 11. Display Form of Main Menu for
Homeroom Teacher (Research Results, 2019)
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7. Display Form of Student Grade Input

Fig 12. Display Form of Class (Research Results,
2019)
5. Display Form of Homeroom

Fig 15. Display Form of Student Grade Input
(Research Results, 2019)
8. Display Form of Student Data Searching

Fig 13. Display Form of Homeroom Teacher
(Research Results, 2019)
6. Display Form of Student

Fig 16. Display Form of Student Data Searching
(Research Results, 2019)
9. Display Form of Student Grades Report

Fig 14. Display Form of Student (Research
Results, 2019)

Fig 17. Display Form of Student Grades Report
(Research Results, 2019)
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10. Display Form of Backup Database

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Fig 18. Display Form of Backup Database
(Research Results, 2019)

15
16

Place Of
Birth
Date Of
Birth
Religion
Address
Student’s
Status
Father’s
Name
Father’s
Education
Father’s
Occupation
Mother’s
Name
Mother’s
Education
Mother’s
Occupation
Class Code
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place_of_birt
h

varchar

date_of_birth

date

religion
address

varchar
varchar

student_status

varchar

father_name

varchar

father_educati
on
Father_occup
ation
mother_name
mother_educa
tion
mother_occup
ation
class_code

a. Database Implementation

Source : (Research Results, 2019)

The dbGradesSDIT database is managed using
the MySQL DBMS with table specifications as
follows:

4. Table of Report

1
2
3

Data
Element
Class Code
Class Name
Teacher ID

Acronym
class_code
class_name
teacher_id

No

Type

Len

Info

1
2

char
varchar
char

4
15
18

PK

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

FK

Source : (Research Results, 2019)
2. Table of Homeroom Teacher
Table 2. The Specification of Homeroom
Teacher Table
No
1
2

Data
Element
Teacher ID
Teacher
Name

Acronym
teacher_id
teacher_name

Type

Len

char

18

varchar

50

Info
PK

1
2
3
4

varchar
varchar
char

50
20
20
50
20
20
4

FK

Data
Element
Report ID
Semester
School
Year
Behavior
Diligence
Hygiene
Sick
Permit
Alpha
total
Report Rate
Student ID

Acronym

Type

Len

Info

report_id
semester

char
varchar

14
2

PK

school_year

varchar

10

behavior
diligence
hygiene
sick
permit
alpha
total
report_rates
student_id

char
char
char
int
int
int
int
int
char

1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
8

FK

5. Table of Grade
Table 5. The Specification of Grade Table

3. Table of Student
Table 3. The Specification of Student Table
Data
Element
Student ID
NISN
Student
Name
Gender

varchar

10
150
15

Source : (Research Results, 2019)

Source : (Research Results, 2019)

No

varchar

8

Table 4. The Specification of Report Table

1. Table of Class
Table 1. The Specification of Class Table
No

varchar

35

No
1

Acronym

Type

Len

Info

student_id
nisn

char
char

8
15
50

PK

student_name

varchar

gender

varchar

2
3
4
5

Data
Element
Subject
Name
Grades
Rates
Class Rates
Report ID

Acronym

Type

Len

Info

subject_name

varchar

50

PK

grades
rates
class_rates
report_id

int
double
double
char

3
5.2
5.2
14

PK

Source : (Research Results, 2019)
9
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6. Table of Extracurricular

VI.

Table 6. The Specification of Extracurricular
Table
No
1
2
3

Data
Element
Extracurr
icular
Name
Excur
Grades
Report
ID

Acronym

Type

Len

Info

excur_name

varchar

25

PK

excur_grades

Int

3

report_id

Text

14
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